OUR SIGNATURE SANGRIA
RED or WHITE • GLASS $12.5 •

SMALL PLATES
YUCCA FRIES • WITH HOUSE AIOLI ...$9
POTATO CROQUETTE • POTATO & MOZZARELLA ...$9
COXINHA • BRAZIL’S MOST POPULAR STREET FOOD - WITH CHICKEN ...$9
KIBE • BULGUR WHEAT, MINT & GROUND BEEF ...$10
BOLINHO DE BACALHAU • COD CROQUETTES ...$10
PASTEL PORTUGUESE • SHRIMP & COCONUT DUMPLINGS ...$11
MIXED GREENS • HOUSE MIXED GREEN SALAD ...$13
MIX PLATE • CROQUETTE, COXINHA, KIBE, PASTEL & BOLINHO ...$14
BEET SALAD • PURPLE BEETS, TOMATO, AVOCADO, LIME & CILANTRO ...$14
CRISPY CHICKEN & YUCCA FRIES • WITH FRESH SALSA ...$15
GRILLED WHOLE PRAWNS • LIME & SALT ...$16
SOPA DO DIA • HOMEMADE SOUP OF THE DAY ...$10-$14

BRAZILIAN GRELHAS
SERVED WITH RICE, BEANS, PLANTAINS, COLLARD GREENS, FAROFA & SALSA
GRILLED VEGETABLE ...$18.5 • GRILLED CHICKEN ...$19.5 • BEEF† ...$21 •
TILAPIA ...$21 • CHICKEN & BACON ...$22

WOODSPOON FAVORITES
POLENTA • HOUSE POLENTA, GRILLED VEGETABLES & A BAKED EGG ...$19
BRAZILIAN CHICKEN POT PIE • HEARTS OF PALM, OLIVES & CORN
SERVED WITH A MIXED GREEN SALAD & HOMEMADE GREEN SALSA ...$21
FRANGO COM QUIABO • BRAZILIAN CHICKEN & OKRA STEW, SERVED WITH
BLACK BEANS AND YOUR CHOICE OF RICE OR POLENTA ...$23
COSTELINHA COM CANJIQUINHA • PORK SHORT RIBS ON CORN GRITS ...$25
WHOLE BRANZINO • ROSEMARY, POTATO SALAD & ROASTED TOMATOES ...$33

REGIONAL SPECIALTIES
MINAS FAVORITE TROPEIRO BEANS • SEASONED PORK LOIN, COWBOY
STYLE BEANS, COLLARDS & YUCCA FRIES FROM OUR HOME STATE ...$25
MOQUECA • TRADITIONAL BRAZILIAN COASTAL SEAFOOD STEW WITH COD,
PRAWNS, MUSSELS, CLAMS, SECRET COCONUT SAUCE, RICE & CILANTRO ...$29
SEAFOOD BOWL • WHITE WINE & ROSEMARY STEAMED CLAMS, MUSSELS &
PRAWNS SERVED IN-BROTH WITH OUR FAVORITE GRILLED CIABATTA ...$30
LAMB PLATE† • GRILLED LAMB CHOPS WITH DAILY ACCOMPANIMENTS ...$36
PICANHA† • AUSTRALIAN WAYGU COULOTTE SERVED WITH A FRIED EGG,
COLLARD GREENS, YUCCA FRIES & HOMEMADE SALSA ...$36

SIDE ORDERS
PLANTAINS ...$7 • RICE ...$6 • BEANS ...$6 • COLLARD GREENS ...$7 • GRILLED VEGETABLES
...$8 • CHICKEN ...$9 • BEEF† ...$10 • TILAPIA ...$10 • CHICKEN & BACON ...$11